Gear Changers’ Quinti-Spiral Technology

Quinti-Spiral Technology is based on the principle that all humans are on 5 (Quinti)
separate, yet integrated, personal spirals of evolvement.
Each of the 5 inner spirals displays itself in different behaviour patterns, ways of
communications and values.
Each human Quinti-Spiral combination is unique due to specific DNA and
cellular memory, but is also recognisable in society. This means that there are patterns
of behaviour by which groups of people could be recognised, managed, moved through
the chaos and order of change and evolved within their own Quinti-Spiral so as to
benefit self-evolvement as well as community and organisational development.
When we can harness the deepest inner yearning of each individual for success,
fulfilment, joy and happiness, we will develop families, communities, organisations and
countries that expand and live by those life qualities too.

When this magnificent and unique Gear Changers technology is chosen as a tool
for meaningful development, it can be applied towards:
• Individual growth and career choice
• Team binding and management
• Organisational growth
• Change management on an individual, team or organisational basis
• Conflict management
There are many outcomes and benefits to be reaped through the utilization of the Quinti
Spiral Technology as explained in various sections of our website.

THE QUINTI-SPIRAL
In order to live on PURPOSE, you have to understand who YOU are.
In order to interact effectively with the world around you, you have to
understand who others are.
Human Quinti-Spiral Technology provides profiles to this effect in an
infinite possibility of combinations from the following range:

Values
The constant evolvement of human values has been empirically measured by a
team of researchers and is graphically represented in a multicoloured spiral
which displays the various value systems of society
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ROLES
In life’s drama you will be playing one of these roles on an ever evolving spiral, turning darkness into
light
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Innovator
Communicator
Guide
Organiser
Conqueror
Supporter
Inspirer

- creative change bringer
- facilitator, mediator
- powerful delegator
- knowledge collector
- practical, hands on doer
- helper, accommodator
- visionary, motivator

INNER GOALS
Your inner goal is your primary motivator in life. It is the theme of your life where your life lessons
spiral in continuous, experiences of resolving issues around your life purpose.
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Assertion
Flow
Growth
Re-evaluation
Support
Discernment
Acceptance

-

power, determination
tranquil, unstressed
eagerness, driven
simplicity, reviewing
sensitive, serving
refinement, perfection
understanding, agreeable

MODUS OPERANDI
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This is your method of operating. It is how the world experiences you.
It is the method through which you will reach your goal and carry out all your activities
Reservation
Power
Caution
Perseverance
Dynamic
Observation
Intensity & Fire

-

introverted, tactful
confident, commanding
careful, diplomatic
persistent, unswerving
bold, challenging
insight, clarity
spontaneous, enthusiastic

STUMBLI N G BLOCKS
These blocks will hamper your growth and progress unless recognised and managed
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Impatience
Victimhood
Craving
Self-destruction
Pretension
Self-devaluation
Stubbornness

- intolerant, heedless
- victimized, complaining
- unsatisfied, envious
- reckless, despairing
- conceited, aloof
- apologetic, undeserving
- obstinate, headstrong

